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INTRODUCTION 
Selection of the Problem 
The mineralogical problem of determining the par agenetic se-
quence of minerals in the Einstein vein, Madison County, Missouri, was 
suggested by Dr. 0. R. Grawe, who previously had supervised a thesis 
by Joel Pomerene 1 dealing with the geology of the area. Although consid-
erable attention has been given to the mineralization along the vein, a 
specific study of the par agenetic relations has not been made. Paragen-
esis has, however, been discussed by others in papers dealing with the 
geology of the area. Such a study is extremely important in the estab-
lishment of a hypothesis of origin, and hence, an essential aid in the 
search for other deposits of this type. 
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Location and Mine Develop ment 
The Silvermine District is on the east flank of the St. Francois 
Mountains, Sec. 12, T. 33 N., R. 5 E., Mad ison County, Missouri, 
approximately nine miles west of Fredericktown. The area may be 
reache d by paved all-weather roads, Missouri Highway No. 70 and County 
Road D. (Pla t e 1). 
The Einste in Mine is the most extensively dev e loped mine in the 
District. The property was first e ntered as mineral land in 1855. By 
18 79, the workings consisted of an adit (Rive r Tunne l) and an inclined 
shaft from which thre e leve l s connecte d by winze s were d e v e lope d. The 
lowe r levels were r eported by Tolman2 to be 75 and 150 feet from the 
colla r of t he shaft and to be 246 and 80 feet long, respective ly. A m ap 
i n the f iles of t he Mi s souri G e olog ica l Surve y based on i nfo r mation 
furn i shed by G e org e C 'Brie n shows a t hird leve l at a d istance of 27 5 fee t 
fr om the collar of t he i ncline . A m as onry dam and a mill were c ons true-
t ed i n 1879 to p rovide wate r a nd p o wer for a mill i n which argentiferous 
gal e na was r ecove r ed . Operations c eased a few years late r after produc-
i ng 50 tons of l ead and 3 , 0 00 ounce s of silve r. 
2 Tolman , C arl, "The G e olog y of the Silve r Mine A rea", Mo. Bureau of 
Geol. and Mine s , 57th Bien. R ept., A ppend . I, 1933, p . 34. 
3 
Accord ing to Tolman 3 , in 1916 the Mad ison Mining Corporation 
of New York beg an mining for tungsten . A mill was built to concentrate 
t he ore. Eleven tons of tungs t e n ore we r e p ro d uce d during a sing le month 
in 1917. Operations ceased with the e n d of World Vlar I. A small amount 
of tungsten w as p ro duced about 1927 b y t he Ozark Tungsten Company. The 
Minerals Y earbook4 lists the p rod uction of small tonnag es of tungsten 
during 1937, 1938, and 194 1. In 194 75, the Apex Min e was r e o pened by 
the And -Mor Mining Company and about 1955 6 a new incline was sunk on 
the Einstein vein about 100 feet wes t of the New Discovery Incline. 
At present the mines are not i n operation. The lower l evels of 
the Einstein Mine ar e inaccessible. The main level may be e nte re d at 
ccnsiderable risk . Meager timbering i s generally in fair condition, but 
s ome caving has occurre d . The River Tunnel is connecte d with the Wood -
chute A d it by the Mittendorf Raise and the Woodchute is connected with 
t he N ew Dis cove ry w orkings , and the mo s t r ecent incline by other rai ses . 
The Mitte n dorf Raise conne cting the main l e v e l w ith the s urface i s in-
acc ess ible at present. 
T he Grig sby , or P reache r, A d it to the north and uphill fr om the 
3 Ibid . p . 34. 
4 
U. S. Bureau of Mines , Mine r a l s Y e arbook for years 1929-43 inc lusive. 
5 P ome r ene , ~ cit., p. 33. 
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Einste in main l e vel, is not connected to the main leve l. The drift is 
approximately 50 feet long. 
The Gabriel Ad it, located 1/ 8 mile to the north of the Einstein 
w orkings , is a pproximately 100 f ee t long and connected to the surface by 
the Gabriel Shaft. 
As a result of a brief r e connaissance of the mine workings, it is 
believed that the risk involved in entering the mine w ould far outweigh the 
value of any geologic information procured. 
General Geology 
The rocks exposed in the area are principally Pre-Cambrian 
rhyolite and rhyolite p orphyry flows, a g ranite pluton, d iabase dikes, 
and quartz v e in s . These are overlain by remnants of Upper Cambrian 
Lamotte sandstone, conglomerate, and arkose, and by small patches of 
T e rtiary Lafaye tte g ravel. Tarr 7 de scribed t he r e lations h ips of the 
i g n e ous rocks to one anothe r pointing out tha t the g r anite i s intrus i ve into 
the r h yolites. T he d iabase d i kes cut both t he g ranite and rhyolites, and 
a r e i n turn c ut b y the qua rtz veins . The L a motte formation is exposed in 
a r a vine 1/ 3 mile e ast of t he Eins t e i n Mine . It unconfo rmably overlies 
the P r e -Cambrian i g neous r ocks . Y ounger Pal e o z oic and Meso z oic sedi-
7 T a rr , ¥ ! . A., "Intrus ive R e l a t ionship of the Granite to the R hyolite 
(Porphy ry) of S outheast ern Missouri", G . S . A. Bull., vol. 43 , 1932, 
p p . 9 65-992. 
6 
ments are not present in t he area, but Hayes8 mentions the occurrence of 
uncemente d Lafayette g ravels on several ridges. These are generally 
thoug ht to be of Tertiary age and consist of quartzite and chert. 
The Silvermine mineralization consists of quartz veins, varying 
from a fraction of an inch to two feet in width, intrude d into a pinkish 
g ray, me d ium-grained g ranite, and of quartz stringers intruded into rhyo-
lit e po rphyry n e ar the granite -rhyolite contact. A study of the joint 
pattern by Tolman 9 and by Pomerene 10 reveals three prominent joint 
tr e n d s in t h e g ranite. The nearly vertical N 25° E and N 65° E joints 
are p aralleled by the d iabase dikes, while the mineralized quartz veins 
occur as fillings of an east-west set of joints which dip 30-50° to the south. 
The emplacement of the veins was accompanied by greisenization of the 
granite wall rock. This introduced considerable topaz and greatly altered 
the feldspars. The extent of greisenization is directly proportional to the 
wid th of the vein at any particular point, and to the amount of br e cciation 
and invasion of the wall rock by vein material. Greisenization is more 
ext ens ive in t he hang i ng walls of the veins t h an in the foot walls. 
Faulting appears to have occurred d uring the emplacement and 
8 Hayes, W. C., Jr., "Geolo gy of the Ozark-Martin Mine Area, Madi-
s on County, Missouri", Unpub. Ma s t e r's T hes i s , U. of Mo. Sch. of 
Mines & Met., 194 7. 
9 Tolman, Op. cit. 
1 0 p 0 . 
omerene , ~· c1.t. 
7 
subsequent to the emplacement of the Einstein vein. Pomerene11 men-
tions the existence of a thrust fault on the basis of slickensides expo sed 
at the Einstein Mine and the Gabriel Adit 1200 feet to the north. This 
would mean that the vein as exposed at the Gabriel Adit is the down-thrown 
e xtension of the Einstein vein. He also cites the existence of a northeast 
trending shear zone: 
"It is believed that the Apex vein and the Einstein 
vein represent one vein that has been offset about 1050 feet 
by a fault. It is possible that the prospect pits which are 
arranged along a northeast striking line have been worked 
on portions of the vein offset in step fault pattern by the 
shear zone. " 
Grawe 12 believes that faulting accompanied the emplacement of 
the Einstein vein as evidenced by the presence of slickensides in the plane 
of the vein. This might further be substantiated by the occurrence of 
large, offset, quartz crystals at the New Discovery Mine which is on the 
Einstein vein, 850 feet west of the Einstein Mine portal. 
Previous Work 
The earliest referenc e to the mineralization at "Silver Mines" 
1. s that of Haworth 13 w h o note d the occurrence of topaz associated with 
11 Ibid . 
12 Grawe, 0. R., P e rsonal Communication. 
13 Haworth, Erasmus, "A Contribution to the Archean Geology of 
Missouri", The American Geologist, vol. 1, no. 5, May, 1888, pp. 
294-295. 
8 
the wall ro ck cd t he quar t z ve in, and attributed th e f q rmation of to p az to 
fumer o li c ac tiv ity . Haworth bri e fly compared the mine ralization at 
"Silver Mines " t o the tin mines of Cornwall, Eng land an d ZinnwalJ, 
Saxony , but h e was unaware o f t he p r esence of cassiterite at "Silver 
Mines" . H awo rth d escribed the vein at the "A p ex shaft" as fille d with 
quar t z, a r gentiferous g alena, flu o rite, l epi dolite , wolframite, and prob-
ably o ther minerals. The wall rock i s stated to consist of quartz im-
b edded in a fine-graine d mixture of mica s cales with traces o f ir o n 
oxi de , l eucoxene and z irc o n, with topa z and fluorite d i s tributed in vary-
ing p roportions t h roughout the fin e - g rained mass. 
Buehler 14 n o te d the close association o f pyrite, zinnwaldite, 
and huebnerite, and gav e the r es ults o f a chemical a naly sis of huebner-
ite as: 
Tungstic acid 
Oxide of manganese 





H e de scribe d the heubnerite as rang ing in size from that of a 
p inhead to massive bunches weighi ng l 0 0 p ounds , d istributed at intervals 
in t he quartz v e in and o ccurring as soli d l enses 3 to 15 inche s thick 
a ssociated w ith a heavy clay gouge. Ar g entiferous galena and sphalerite 
also we r e repo rted as p r esent in the vein and the number o f ounces of 
14 Buehl er, H. A., M o . Bureau of G e ol. and Mine s, Bien . R ept . of t he 
State G eol og ist to the 50th G eneral As sembly, 1919, pp. 97-9 8 . 
9 
silve r pe r ton was reported as equal to t he pe rc e ntage of lead prior to 
concentration. 
The occurrence of crys tal s as well as masses of quartz is des -
cribed by T arr 15 • Huebne rite was des cribed as occurring in large 
bladed masses associated with fluorite. Golde n brow n zinnwaldite 
ro sette s occurring in bands a centimeter or more in wid th and 10 to 20 
c e ntimeters in l engt h a lso were r eported . Galena , pyrite, s p halerite, 
chalcopyrite, zinnwald ite, serpentine, and ars e nopyrite we re reported 
occurring in the ve in and se ricite in the wall r o c k . Tarr m entioned t h at 
topaz , tungstite, and stolzite had b een reported to b e pre s ent. Small 
quartz v e ins in the s urrounding g ranite and rhyolite were noted to contain 
specularite , epi d ote , qua rtz, and g arnet. 
Ro ss and Hende rson 1 6 presented optical data and a partial chem-
ical analysis of topaz from the Einstein Mine. They state d : 
15 
16 
"The minerals t hat have b een r eported from the 
vein itself a r e quartz , fluorite , a r g entife rous g alena, 
pyr ite , s phale rite , h u ebnerite, and scheelite , t he l a tter 
i ntima t e ly inte r grown w ith h u e bnerite . The wall rock on 
e ithe r s i de of the v e in h as been profound l y altered and 
the mineral s topaz , q u a rtz , fluorit e , argentife r ous 
gal ena, pyr i te , sphal e rite, h u e bne rite , and scheelite 
have dev e l oped t hrough t h e r epl acement of g r anite. 
T a rr, W. A., "The Mineral s of M adi son C ount y , Mis s ouri", Amer . 
Min e ralo g i s t, vol. 6, n o. 1, J an . 1921, p p. 7-1 0 
R oss , C. S., and Henderson, E. P ., " Topaz and Associated Mine r-
a l s fro m t he Einstein S ilve r Mine , M a d i s o n County , Missou ri", 
A mer . Mineralog i s t, v ol. 10 , no . 12 , D e c . 1925, p p. 44 1 -443 . 
"The f e l dspar in t he g ranite of the wall rock has 
been completely replace d by muscov ite and quartz partly 
rep laced so that isolated island -like areas are all that 
remain of large quartz crystals. The fluorite (variety 
chlorophane ) is colorless to blue , and on heating g lows 
with a green color t hat soon changes to p ur p le." 
10 
P e rhaps t he most comprehensive s tudy to dat e of the minerali-
zation at the Einstein Mine itself is the paper of Singewald and Milton 17 
i n which the g r e i senization of the wall rock is d escribed. Sericite mica 
i s s t a t ed to b e later than t he topaz which was der i ved from the qua rtz of 
the g ranite country rock. The "oily mottled - g r een appearange" of some 
o f the g r e is e n was n oted by these w rite rs. They s u gge sted that the 
mate rial is an alteration of the topaz rock to a soft material consisting 
of very fine scaly mica similar to sericite. The mineral was de t e rmined 
to b e the d amourite variety of muscovite. O ptical prope rties and a 








• 35° f.. 
l. 5_7 j_ 
Silve r Mine Mica 
6 . 91% 
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1. 57 }:_ 
The marked defici e ncy i n lith ium suggested that t h e mica i s no t a mem -
b e r of t he l e p i d olite syste m , but t e n d s towa r d a lithia n phlo g ophi t e . 
Singewald and M ilton p ropo se t h at s on1 e of t h e damourite may have be e n 
de rived from the alte r a tion of z innwald i t e . 
17 Singewal d , J. T., Jr., and Milton, C. • 11 Gr e i sen and Associated 
Mineralization a t Silver Mine , Missouri" , Econ. G eol. vol. XXIV, 
no . 6 , Sept. 1929, pp . 5 69-591. 
11 
Zone d cassiterite was s tated to occur in the greisen associated 
with fluorite and along to p az -zinnwald ite bound aries. 
A d escription of the mode of occurrence of the sulphide minerals 
was given: 
"The sulphide ores consist of sphalerite, galena, 
pyrite, arsenopyrite, and chalcopyrite in a gangue of 
quartz and fluorite and a little sericitic mica. Wolframite 
also occurs in this ore. Included in the vein material is 
a g reat deal of topaz rock. Much of the ore consists of 
shattered topaz rock penetrated by stringers and veinlets 
which have not only fille d the fractures in the topaz rock 
but also replaced it along their walls." 
A table showing the paragenetic sequence of minerals in the 
Silver Mine area accompanies the paper. The sequence according to 
Singewald and Milton 18 is given in Table I and will serve for compari-
son with the sequence as determined by the present writer. 
The mineral succession as d etermined by Tolman 1 9 does not 
essentially differ from that of Singewald and Milton. According to 
Tolman, considerable overlap and , in some cases, simultaneous d eposi-
tion i s shown by t he mineralization. Chlorite (th uring ite) is added to the 
sequenc e along with an unidentified pho sphate, which p recedes fluorite, 
and anothe r unidentified mine r a l w h ich enclo ses fluorit e and is earlier 
than _the associate d mica. 
18 Ibid . p . 591 
l9 Tolman, .2.£.. cit. 
TABLE SHOWING PARAGENETIC SEQUENCE OF MINERALS 










Scheelite (Stolzite ? ) 
Sphalerite 
C h alcopyrite 
Galena 
D a mourite 
Stolzit: e 







Accor d i n g to Pomerene 2 0, the same mineral sequence was not 
followed at all places. He states: 
"The mineralizing solutions which ascended along 
the thrust fault zones were d ominantly siliceous and high 
temperature in character. These solutions altered the 
g ranite wall rock by bring ing about solution and r edeposi-
tion of the quartz, sericitization of the feldspars, and 
depos ition of the topaz. This process probably continued 
throughout the mineralizing pe rio d . At the same time 
vein quartz was deposite d . Some quartz deposition seems 
to have continued , at least locally, during the whole tim e 
of mineralization. However, after one phase of quartz 
de position occurre d zinnwaldite was forme d , and then 
pyrite was deposited along with more quartz and galena 
and sphalerite. This succession seems to have been followe d 
by the intro duction of the tungs ten-bearing mineral, 
w olframite. 
"At the Killian p ros pect this stage seems to have 
been followe d by the deposition of a small amount of 
sc he elite, francolite, and fluorapatite. Formation of a 
yellow to green scaly mica, tentatively i dentified as zinn-
waldite was next followed by chalcopyrite and then fluor-
ite. Covellite and hematite seem to be encrustations and 
as such would be last. 
"This sequence d oes not seem to have been followed 
at all places, b ecause a zone d or banded specimen showing 
a cros s -s ec tion of t he vein at t he Grigs by adit shows the 
following sequence from the s lickensided wall towar d the 
center of the vein.; vein quartz; quartz and wolframite; 
quartz and pyrite; quartz, zinnwaldite and fluorit e ; 
quartz, gal ena , and z innwald ite w ith some chalcopyrite; 
and finally a zone of vein quartz and z innwal d ite. " 
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Francolite and fluorapatite are des c ribe d by P ome r ene as occur-
ring at Silver Mines . T hese two minerals probably rep r e s ent the phos -
phatic material described by Tolman . 
20 Pom e rene, _Q_£_. cit., p . 31-32. 
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21 Hayes offe r s the follo wing r e marks concerning the paragene tic 
sequence at the Martin and Ozark Mines: 
"Insofar as was determined, the mineral succession 
at both mines is essentially the same. Quartz was the 
earlie st mineral forming the bulk of the vein material. 
This was followed by topaz and sericite. The sulfides , 
p y rite and arsenopyrite were next. Fluorite deposition 
seemed to precede the deposition of w olframite, which 
was followed by the chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena. 
A period of quartz de position at the end of t he s e ries is 
indicated at the O zark Mine, as it acts as a cement in the 
breccia." 
Richter, Reichen , and Lemmon22 state that the specimen con-
taining the yellowish-white micaceous a ggregates described by S ingewal d 
and Milton as ferritungstite was re-examined by Graf and shown to b e 
jarosite. French2 3 also obtained some of this material at Silvermine 
and checked Graf1 s report of jarosite. 
21 H aye s, O p. cit . , p . 4 5 . 
22 Richte r, D . H ., R eichen, L. E ., and L e mmon, D . M., Amer . Min -
eralogist, vol. 4 2 , 195 7 , p . 8 5 . 
23 Grawe , 0 . R., Personal Communic a tion . 
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MINERALOGRAPHY 
In order to determine the paragenetic sequence of minerals at 
S ilver Mine, thin sections and polished surfaces of selected specimens 
were examined with the petrographic and mineralographic microscopes. 
The specimens were selected from those collected by Pomerene and 
Hayes as well as from those collected by the writer. The significant 
sections and polished surfaces are described. 
Silvermine Granite with Xenolith, Einstein Mine (EMt-1) 
Megascopic description: 
The rock is a coarse -grained, pink granite which contains a fine-
grained angular gray inclusion (50 x 30 x 25 mm.}. The boundary of the 
inclusion and the granite is quite sharp. A higher percentage of dark min-
erals appear to be present in the inclusion than in the coarser grained 
granite. 
The g ranite contains orthoclase g rains rang ing in length from 
0. 5 mm. to 6 mm. S ome of the large r grains have a subhedral to 
euhedral outline , are zoned, and contain quartz in micrographic inter-
g ro wth . The plag ioclas e g rains up to 2 mm. long have a clouded appear-
ance. Altered hornblende laths up to 2 mm. long are distributed through-
out th e rock. Numerous patches o f d ark g r e en chlorite 4 to 10 mm. 
across occur adjacent to the hornblende and also at the margins of 
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orth oclase g rains. Arh e dral quartz g rains u p to l mm. across are ran-
domly distributed in t h e rock. 
Micro scopic d e s cription: 
A microscopic e x amin ation r e v e als t h at t h e si g nificant d iffer-
e nce s between t h e g ranite a n d t he fine- g rained i n clusion ar e the varia-
tions in g rain size and smalle r variati on in Na-plagioclase and horn-
blende content. T h e g rain siz e and visual e stimate of the mineralo g ic 










Acce s sories: 
Granite 
8 . 0 mm. 
0. 2-0.3 mm. 
1. 5 mm. 
55-60 o/o 
10 o/o 
20-2 5 % 
5-lOo/o 
Mag n e tite , epidote , c h lorit e , biotite , apatite . 
Inclusion 
1. 5 mm. 
0. 1 m m. 





T he large e u hedr a l g rain s 1n t he g ranite ar e alte r ed , zoned 
plag i oc la s e. P oikilitic a nd m i c ro g raph ic i n t e r g row t h s of qu artz in 
orth o c las e a re comm o n . S light sericitizatio n of orth oclas e i s appar ent. 
The s m all e r, e u hedral plag iocla se laths up to 3 mm. long h ave b e e n 
i ntense l y se ric itiz e d a nd kaolin iz e d. E x tinction ang l e mea s ur e m ents 1n 
t he zone p e rpendic ular to 010 i ndicate t h at t he plag ioclase is albit e -
olig oclas e both in t h e g ranite and in t h e i n clusion. 
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Subhedral lath s of altere d hornblende are w i d ely d istributed 
throug hout the section. From t he measurement of optic angle and Z 1\ c, 
the hornblende w as shown to fall into the "common hornblende" group of 
Winchen24 • T h e hornblende is almost always associated w ith chlorite 
(th uringite a nd n egative penninite}, irr egular epidote masses 0. l-0. 2 
mm. acro ss and subhedral to euhedral magnetite. Most of t h e magnetite 
g rains ar e embedded in the hornblende. Some of the c h lorite is an 
alte ration product of hornblende. Epidote invades and surrounds magne-
tite and is, in turn, invaded by chlorite. The epidote is probably the 
r esult of t he alteration of hornblende by hydrothermal solutions. A cer-
tain amount of albite appears to have been introduced into the rock. T his 
material embays and probably replaces the albite-olig oclas e lath s and 
the micrographic quartz -orthoclase intergrowths, and also fills the inter-
stices between the se grains. 
Greisen Adjacent to Quartz V e in, Einste in Mine Dump (EMt-2) 
Me g a s copic de sc ription: 
This is a dark g reenis h - g ray rock containing visible quartz and 
purple fluorite. This probably is the material whic h some ge olog ists 
have called serp e ntine . It looks v e ry much like serpentine , especially 
o n a sawed surface where it h as a m ottl e g ray - g reen appearance. T he 
2 4 Winchell, A . N . and Winchell, H ., E lements of Optical Mineralogy, 
Part II, p. 431. 
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g reen mineral is clearly visible on the fracture d surface of t he rock and 
exhibits a scaly structure when picked w ith a needle. Dull reddish 
patches of hematit e further mottle the rock and are probably t he result 
of the o x idation of pyrite. 
Micro scopic d e scription: 
Micro scopic ally, th e rock consists of anhedral quartz, u p to 
2. 5 mm. acros s , arid subhedral to e uhedral topaz grains, up to 0. 4 mm. 
acros s , which are surrounded and invaded by fine - g rain ed sericite. 
Topaz is the principal constituent of the g r e isen and is distributed 
t h roughout the rock as ang ular, rectangular grains 0. 3 mm. long a nd 
prismatic crystal s up to 0 . 4 mm. lon g which show basal cleava ge . Seri-
cite invades topaz particular! y along the cleavage planes. 
Q uartz occurs both as large g rains up to 2. 5 mm. across 1n the 
gre is en and in association with pyrite and sphalerite in veinlets which 
traverse the greisen. Most of the grains ar e strained as e videnced by 
und ulatory extinction and by their slightly biaxial charac ter. 
Pyrite up to l mm. across occurs 1n association "\v ith sphalerite 
0 . 5 mm. acros s and flu orite up to 0. 3 mm. across in small veinlets 1n 
the rock and as smaller d is seminated g rains in the g reisen. Small in-
clusions of topaz and quartz occur 1n pyrit e . Pyrite i n vades se ricite , 
and is, i n turn, replaced by thin limonite veins which are probably the 
result o f weather ing of the p yrite along fractures. Fluorite appears to 
r e place p y rite. 
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Brownish s p halerite g rains up to 0. 5 mm. acro ss o ccur in small 
veinlets with chlorite an d fluo rite. The sphalerite invades chlorite a long 
its cleavage p l ans and also replaces and s urrounds fluorite. 
A clay mineral, probably resulting from the alteration of sericite, 
feldspar, or t opaz, is present in the g r e is en . The mineral occurs p rin-
cipally a s irregular patches , but a g r oup of slender crystals 0. 2 to 0. 4 
mm. long was foun d in as sociation with sericite. Of particular interest, 
is th e o ccurrence of a number of oriente d clay mineral crystals with 
seric ite in a grain of a negative, s lig htly biaxial, low birefringent 
(. 0 0 6-. 008) mineral. The align ment of the crystals may be due to altera-
tion a long cleavage d irection s in the mineral. If this is true, the grain 
may be incompletel y a ltered o rthoclase (sanidine) or anorthoclase as 
sug g e s te d by the low 2V and birefringence. 
Cassiterite , and apatite inclusions in quartz, and red isotropic 
inclusions (garne t) in quartz also were observed in t he s e ction. 
No material whic h might be identifie d a s serpentine was seen in 
t he t h i n section. 
Gr e is e n in H angi n g W a ll, Gabriel A d it (GAt-l) 
M egascopic d esc rip tion: 
Thi s roc k is me d ium to fine- g rained , har d , smoky g ray, and has 
a h i ghl y siliceous a ppea r a nce. Vitr eous white quartz grains o ccur with 
smoky gray gra in s w h ic h are p robably topaz. The rock a ppears to be 
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principally a quartz -topaz a gg r egate. Pyrite cubes and irr egular grains 
are widely d istribute d as veinlets and disseminations in the rock. A 
small amount of hematite, probably an alteration product of pyrite, 
·occurs as masses or clots in the pyrite veinlets . A leached crust of 
limonite and hematite { 7) boxwork, often associated with pyrite, coats 
the rock 1n some places. Patches of a green chloritic aggregate are 
r a r e ly s een . 
Micro scopic de scription: 
Unde r the micro scope , it is s een that the rock is principally com-
posed of topaz, sericite, and quartz, up to 0. 3 mm. across. Topaz 
grains, 0. 1 to 0. 3 mm. across, a n d crystals up to 0. 5 mm. long show-
ing basal cleav age and quartz inclusions are d istributed abundantly in the 
section. S e ricite fills fractures in topaz a n d quartz, and also occur s 1n 
th e inte rstices and at the grain boundaries between these minerals. Anum-
b er of h i ghly a ltered g r a ins , having a subhed ral outline and having a n 
ave rage d i ameter of 1. 25 mm . oc c ur i n the section . O ne of these grains, 
u pon c l os e examination, was seen to b e compo sed c hiefly of sericite, 
quartz , and a c l ay mineral in g rains a ligned p a r a lle l to t he l ong d im en-
s ion of the relict g rain. Fine -grained seric i te rep l aces the ori g inal 
euhedral grain along its cleavag e d irection. Quartz appears to r eplac e 
ser i cite. The clay min e ral is probably the r esult of the alte r atio n of 
sericite . A l ess f ine - g rained, c olorless to g r eeni sh brown, fa i ntly 
pleochro ic, micaceous material, probably chlorite, a ppears to replace 
the fin e -grained sericite and quartz. 
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Small sphalerite grains occur in the section and are often associ-
ated w ith c h lorite . Veinlets of chlorite and sphalerite occur transversing 
the g reis en. Sphalerite is veined by chlorite. 
Pyrite is distributed throughout t he section both as cubic grains 
and as irregular masses associated with and corroded by purple fluorite. 
Fluorite also o ccurs in close association with sphalerite and is ernbayed 
by sphalerite. 
A few cassiterite grains up to 0. 2 mm. across and having a sub-
hedral outline, occur in the greisen. These grains are not attacked by 
sericite and are abutted by sphalerite. 
Vein Quartz and Greisen, Einstein Mine (EMt-3) 
Megascopic description: 
This spec imen is a portion of the Einstein vein near its contact 
w ith the wall rock. It is composed principally of angular shaped, green-
i sh gray , micaceous, g r e is eni zed masses, about 10 x 4 x 4 em., which 
are cement ed by light grayish white, fracture d vein quartz. The greisen 
masses are compose d principally of sericite mica and quartz with lesser 
amounts of coar se zinnwaldite, fluorite, pyrite , and sphalerite. Pyrite, 
sphal er ite , galena, and chalcopyrite a r e pre sent as granular aggregates 
in the vein quartz. 
Sericite and quartz occur as fine-grained aggregates in the 
greisen, and g reenish yellow granular aggregates of sericite, 5 mm. 
aero s s, are visible in the vein quartz. 
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'White and purple fluorite are visible in the vein quartz as fillings 
in fractures and as embayments in zinnwaldite along cleavage planes. 
Zinnwaldite, as brownish s p herulitic aggregates up to 10 mm. in 
diameter occur principally near the greisen margins. 
Pyrite is present as minute grains disseminated ~n the greisen 
and also occurs as lar g e masses, up to 25 mm. across, in the vein 
quartz. 
S phalerite is present as small brown granular clusters, up to 
2 mm. across, in the greisen, and as larger clusters, up to 25 mm. ac-
cross, in the vein quartz. 
Galena appears to be contined to the vein quartz. 
Microscopic des cription: 
Unde r the microscope, the g reisen is found to consist primarily 
of topa z , sericite, and qua rtz w ith minor amounts of zinnwaldite, chlor-
ite, and fluorite filling interstic e s and fracture s in quartz and topaz. 
Topaz is the most abundant cons tituent of the g reisen and occurs princi-
pally a s anhe d ral grain s . Veinle ts of se ricite cut both to pa z and quartz, 
but d o n o t cross the slig htly pleochroic zinnwaldite agg regates. Fluorite 
occurs between the zinnwaldite cleavage planes. Chlorite is to be foun d 
principally at the mar g ins of the greisen masses where it invades 
zinnwaldite along the cleavage planes. On the basis of the nearly uni-
axial character, refringence (Ny=l. 62/- ), and colorless to light yellow 
green pleochroism, the chloritic mineral is believed to be daphnite 25 . 
A small amount of chlorite occurs in the greisen as interstitial fillings 
between quartz and topaz. A rim of chlorite around fluorite, quartz, 
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and sericite grains was observed outside the greisen field in the vein 
quartz. A brownish, highly birefringent grain appears to embay zinnwal-
dite and is enclosed by chlorite. The tetragonal outline, high birefrin-
gence (. 07-. 09), and uniaxial positive character indicates that the grain 
is cassiterite. 
Close to its contact with the quartz vein the greisen gives way to a 
narrow band of sericite with minor quartz and topaz. The sericite band 
is bounded on the veinward side by zinnwaldite "fans" which are parti-
ally invaded by chlorite along cleavage planes. 
The vein material consists primarily of highly fractured quartz, 
fluorite, and sericite aggregates. The latter are probably the result of 
the alteration of feldspar or topaz. The quartz appears to be strained 
having a slight biaxial character and exhibiting undulatory extinction. 
The fractures in the quartz are partially filled by chlorite, sericite, 
fluorite, zinnwaldite, and pyrite. 
25 Ibid, p. · 381. 
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Vein Quartz, Einstein Mine (EMt-4) 
Megascopic description: 
The hand specimen consists of a sulphide phase of the Einstein 
vein. It is compose d of rounde d to irre gular aggregates of sulphide 
minerals, principally pyrite, l-10 mm. across, in fractured, white 
quartz. In addition to pyrite and quartz the minerals present are: galena, 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, green fluorite, and limonite. Chalcopyrite and 
galena vein and embay sphalerite and pyrite. Green fluorite and sphaler-
ite are in close association and appear to attack pyrite. Pyrite is gen-
erally associated with fractures in quartz while chalcopyrite appears to 
replace quartz. 
Microscopic description: 
In thin section, under the petrographic microscope, the rock is 
seen to be composed principally of subangular to rounded, pitted and 
fracture d pyrite grains which have an average diameter of 2. 5 mm. and 
a max imum d iameter of 3. 5 mm. These are surrounded by fine -grained 
sericit e . Sphalerite, fluorit e , quartz, c as site rite, and galena occur in 
t he spaces betw een pyrite g rains and in t he cavities in the pyrite. Quartz 
is not abundant, but occur s as anhedral and euhedral, fractured grains 
up to 4 mm. across. Among the euhedral grains, there is a marke d t e n-
dency for one rhombohedral face to be better developed than the other 
faces of the same form. Most of the quartz grains exhibit undulatory 
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extinction and a small optic angle (ZV = 15 -20°). Sericite surrounds and 
veins quartz along fractur es . Pyrite and quartz appear to have mutual 
embayment or straight-e dge d boundaries with one another. 
Sphalerite, as irregular masses up to 3 mm. across, surrounds 
and replaces pyrite and fills fractures in quartz. The sphalerite re-
places sericite and chlorite along cleavage directions and also veins 
chlorite. Veinlets of c h alcopyrite replace sphalerite. 
Fluorite, up to 1 mm. across, appears to replace pyrite and fills 
cavities 0. 2-0.5 mm. in diameter in pyrite. It replaces sericite along 
cleavage planes. A small amount of fluorite almost always occurs with 
cassiterite and appears to cut and embay it. 
Chlorite grains up to 0. 5 mm. across are sparsely distributed in 
the section. Chlorite exhibits faint green to colorless pleochroism and 
a maximum birefringence of 0.010-0.012. The mineral is negative and 
nearly uniaxial. Chlorite replaces sericite, to a small extent, along its 
cleavage planes, and is, in turn, replaced along its cleavage directions 
by sphalerite. 
H ighly birefringent , light brown cassiterite grains and tetragonal 
crystals up to 0. 4 mm. across are em bayed by fluorite and are surrounded 
by sphalerite. There is also a tendency for sphalerite to embay cassiter-
ite. Cassiterite seldom occurs 1n the absence of fluorit e . S ome cas si-
t e rite is associated with fractures in quartz. A large subhedral g rain of 
cassiterite, 0. 3 mm. across, is surrounded and embayed by pyrite. 
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Galena veins, surrounds, and embays pyrite and sphalerite, and 
surrounds chalcopyrite. 
Vein Quartz, Einstein Mine (EMt-5) 
Megascopic description: 
The rock is a sample of ve1n quartz and sulphides from the Ein-
stein Mine and consists of fractured, white quartz, laths of wolframite 
up to l mm. long, pyrite grains up to 0. 8 mm. across, and pyrite cubes 
up to 0. 4 mm. on edge, irregular, fractured grains of arsenopyrite, 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and galena. 
Pyrite surrounds and embays portions of the wolframite laths and 
is in turn attacked by sphalerite. 
Fractures in arsenopyrite have been filled by a greenish mineral 
forming veinlets up to 0. 1 mm. in width. The mineral does not vein the 
other metallic minerals, and is limited in occurrence to arsenopyrite 
grains and margins. Arsenopyrite shows a slight tendency to embay 
pyrite and surround wolframite. It is replaced by sphale rite. 
Irre gular masses of sphalerit e , up to 0. 4 mm. aero s s , occur 1n 
association with the other s ulphides. Sphal e rite em bays or replaces 
pyrite and arsenopyrite , and is ofte n surrounded by c halcopyrite . 
Ctalcopyrite mass e s, up to 0.4 mm. across, ar e usually associ-
ated with sphalerite and appear to replace iL 
A fe w small, cleavable masses of galena, O. 2 mm. across, occur 
imbedded in quartz. 
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Microscopic de scription: 
A microscopic examination shows that the quartz varies widely in 
g rain size, from less than 0. l mm. to 14 mm. Most of the grains are an-
h e d ral, but sev e ral exhibit a reg ular outline suggestive of crystal forms. 
It is a p parent from the wide range in g rain size and the occurrence of 
small quartz inclusions in larg er, quartz grains, that recrystallization 
has taken place. A number of redd ish brown, isotrop ic inclusions, less 
than 0. l mm. across, were noted in quartz. Their index of refraction is 
g reater than quartz. Numerous bubble inclusions, u p to 0. l mm., show-
ing Brownian movement were observed. There is a curvilinear align-
ment of inclusions within some of the quartz grains. The directions of 
alignment bear no c o nstant relation to a particular crystallographic direc-
tion in the quartz grains. In general, movement is more rapid in the 
s mall e r than in the larger ,in,clusions. In addition to the bubbles, a num-
ber of minute solid particles occur in some of the inclusions. 
The r e is no prefe rr ed orie ntation of quartz g r a ins within the fi e ld. 
T he m a jority of the g r a i ns and crys tal s e xhibi t s train fractu r es and undul -
ato r y extinction. T h e occurrenc e of irreg ular twin lamellae , which 
app e ar to be par a lle l t o the c axi s of t h e quartz crystal s , wer e noted 1.n 
sev e r a l qua rtz g r a ins and crystals . T he ir regular shape of t he l amella e 
and th e ir orientation parall e l to the c d ir e ction suggest that the qua rtz 
d h B .1 . L 26 crystal s a r e twinne accordi n g t o t e raz 1. 1.an aw • 
26 D ana, E. S., A System of Mine ralogy , 6th Ed., 1920, p . 185. 
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Sericite and fluorite veinlets cut quartz. A single pyrite cube, 
l. 5 mm. o n edge, and a rectangular grain, 2. 5 mm. long, occur in the 
quartz. Tiny veinlets of sphalerite cutting quartz occur in association 
with pyrite. 
A veinlet consisting of sericite, fluorite, chlorite, sphalerite, 
and pyrite traverses the section. The sericite fills fractures in the 
quartz and is, in turn, invaded along its cleavage planes by fluorite. 
Fluorite fills fractures in quartz. The c h lorite shows a colorless to light 
green pleochroism and an almost uniaxial, negative character. Chlorite 
appears to embay sericite. 
Several brownish wolframite grains, 0. 3 mm., occur in fractures 
in quartz or in the interstices between quartz crystals and grains. 
Vein Quartz, Einstein Mine (EMt-6) 
Megascopic de scription: 
The rock is composed of fractured, white vein quartz and irregu-
lar mass e s of metallic sulphides and subhedral w olframite laths. It is 
apparent that the ore minerals have partially replaced the quartz and also 
one another. Fracture filling of quartz by ore minerals is also appar e nt. 
The fractures allowed ready access to the ore bearing solutions. The ore 
minerals which can b e identifie d are: pyrite , wolframite, arsenopy rite, 
sphalerite , chalcopyrite, and g alena. 
Pyrite and arsenopyrite exhibit mutual embayment or straight 
boundaries vvith o ne another. S phalerite appears to em bay both p y rite 
and arsenopyrite and is, in turn, em bayed and veine d by chalcopyrite. 
Galena is not abundant, and appears to replace sphalerite. Wolframite 
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is not associated vvith the sulphides, and occurs as lathlike g rains as much 
as 10 mm. long e mbedded and filling fractures in quartz. 
Microscopic description: 
Unde r the microscope , the rock is seen to be made up of frac-
tured, angular sulphide masses up to 5 mm. across vvhich replace and 
fill fractures in quartz. The quartz g r a i ns , up to 10 mm. across, e x-
hibit u ndulatory extinction and shov.r evidence of secondary gro v.rth . 
Pyrite occurs principally as irregularly shaped, fracture d and 
pitte d masses filling a n d replacing quartz along fractur e s. Cubes and 
rectangular grains of pyrite as much as 0. 5 mm. on e d ge are not abun-
dant in th e rock. Fluorite often fills pits and cavities in pyrite. 
Arsenopyrite is more abundant than pyrite in this particular sec-
tion. The mine ral occurs as fractur ed, angul ar masses . A fevv g r a ins 
ar e sugge stive o f crystal forms. Ar seno pyrite e xhibits strai g ht- e d ge d 
and mutual e mbayment boundaries vvith p y rite . Light g r een veinlets o f 
a chl o ritic mine r a l cut arsenopyrite and sphal e r i te . The mineral o ccurs 
as scaly a gg r egates vvithin v e inlets. A small fra g m e nt of ars enopyrite 
vvas crushed vvith the idea o f determining the optical prope rties o f the 
g reen mineral by the u se of o il imm e rsion. The mine ral has an index of 
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1. 6 5 /-1. 66 - i n basal section, a birefringence varying from 0. 004-0.012, 
and a negative uniaxial or slightly biaxial c h aracter. Pleochroism is 
colorless to light g reen. The mineral is probably daphnitic chlorite. 
Sphalerite occurs as irregular reddish brown mass es up to 4 mm. 
across. It replaces and fills fractures in pyrite and arsenopyrite. The 
greenish mineral mentioned above veins and cuts sphalerite. A f ew 
grains of fluorit e are surrounded by sphalerite, an d minute g rains of 
fluorite and sphalerite partially fill cavities in pyrite. 
Chalcopyrite occurs as small replacem e nt masses, 1 to 2 mm. 
across, in pyrite, arsenopyrite , and sphalerite . 
Several small t e tragonal grains of cassiterite occur in association 
with pyrite and appear to corrode it. 
Galena and w olframite were not seen in the section. 
Ore, Gabriel Ad it (GAp -1) 
B r ecciated and fractur e d p y rite is veined by g ale na and c o ntai ns 
g al e na inclusions . I n some area s , where br ecc iation or fracturing h a s 
r e duced the g rain size , d o wn to 0. l mm., i nte r stitial g alena appe ars to 
act as a cementing mate rial. Most o f t he p yrite o ccur s as irr egular 
grains , but small c ubic and rectang ular g rain s , l ess than 0. 1 mm . on 
an edge , ar e pr esent. 
G alena occur s 1n mass e s , up to 1 mm . across, and a s open space 
f illings b e tween pyrite grains . S mall inc lusions o f g ale na, l e ss than 
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0. 075 mm. across, occur in pyrite and do not appear to be dependent 
upon visible fractures in pyrite. Galena surrounds, but does not embay, 
euhedral quartz. Large masses and tiny veinlets of g alena cut sphalerite 
and chalcopyrite . 
Sphalerite, including irre g ularly shaped bodies and exsolution 
ble bs of chalcopyrite, is quite abundant. The chalcopyrite inclusions may 
be broadly classified into three groups, ( 1) the large irregular bodies, 
up to 0. 07 5 mm., exhibiting no lineation , (2) tubular linea ted bodies, 
and (3} extremely minute blebs, less than 0.006 mm. across, which may 
or may not show line ation characteristics. Two, and occasionally three, 
prominent directions of lineation are seen. 
A number of m e asurements of the angl e s formed by the intersection 
of lineations of chalcopyrite blebs in sphalerite is close to 60°. Other 
measurements on lineation directions in the same section show inter-
section angles up to 90°. It is probable that the lineation d irections ar e 
parallel to dodecahedral planes. 
Ore, Gabrie l Ad it (GAp -2) 
S phalerite , containing c h alcopy rit e inc lusions whic h show t h r ee 
directions of alignment wh ic h inte rs e ct at approximately 60°, is th e most 
abundant mineral in th e s e ction. The intersecting lines of inclusions 
form numerous equilateral triang l es in t h e sphalerite field. Irr egular 
and minute bleb inclusions are present also. Sphalerite appears to b e 
embayed by g alena, but also contains galena inclusions which are not 
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related to visible fracture systems. A number of sphalerite inclusions, 
without chalcopyrite blebs, occur in pyrite. Sphalerite surrounds anhedral 
grains and crystals of quartz. Veinlets of sphalerite masses embay pyrite. 
Fractured pyrite grains of irregular and subcubic outline are 
veined by galena and embayed by sphalerite. Inclusions of galena, con-
taining inclusions of chalcopyrite, and sphalerite, up to 0.1 mm. across, 
occur in pyrite. 
Galena up to 1. 5 mm. across, occurs in association with sphaler-
ite-chalcopyrite aggregates, up to 1. 2 mm. across, and with pyrite up 
to 0. 3 mm. across. There is a tertdency for chalcopyrite to concentrate 
at the boundaries between sphalerite and galena. Galena embays som e of 
the chalcopyrite, but there is also an embayment of a portion of the galena 
by chalcopyrite. 
Ore, Einstein Mine (EMp-1) 
The section shows pyrite in irregular patches, up to 2 mm. across, 
and in cubes as much as 0. 2 mm. on edge. The pyrite grains are pitted 
and fractured, and contain numerous inclusions of quartz, sphalerite, 
galena, and limonite. Limonite also occurs as veinlets as much as O. l 
mm. wide in pyrite and quartz. The metallic sulphides have filled quartz 
grain interstices, and fractures, and have also replaced quartz. 
Galena inclusions, 0-0.2 mm. across, occur in pyrite. These 
inclusions have irregular shapes and are associated with fractures in 
pyrite. A certain amount of embayment and possibly r eplacement of 
pyrite by galena is evident. Galena grains also occur in fractures in 
quartz associated with sphalerite. It is apparent that galena em bays 
sphalerite. 
Inclusions of sphalerite, 0-0.2 mm. across, occur in pyrite. 
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Only minute bleb type inclusions of chalcopyrite are present in this in-
cluded sphalerite. Larger irregular grains of sphalerite, 0-0.5 mm. 
across, occur as fracture fillings in quartz. These grains contain only 
the minute chalcopyrite blebs even when the sphalerite is not associated 
with pyrite or galena. Sphalerite embays pyrite. 
Ore, Einstein Mine (EMp-2) 
Veined and fractured wolframite laths, up to 2 mm. across, are 
embedded in quartz and also fill fractures in quartz. Small veinlets of 
quartz cut wolframite. Arsenopyrite and galena inclusions occur in the 
wolframite laths and are always associated with the quartz veins which 
travers e the laths. 
Large masses o f fractured arsenopyrite are veined by quartz and 
a g reenish non-opaque mineral. Sphale rite and galena v e in and embay 
ars e nopyrite. A g rain of arsenopyrite , 0. 25 mm. acros s , was seen to 
contain g ale na inclusions and to be surrounded by g alena , chalcopyrite , 
and sphalerite in order. 
S phalerite , containing irregular and alig ned inclusions of chalco-
pyrite, o ccurs as irregular g ranular aggregates and veinl e ts in quartz. 
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Minute g alena, 0. 15 mm., inclusions and veinlets in sphalerite were 
observed. Num e rous c h alcopyrite veinlets were seen in sphalerite. These 
do not appe ar to be continuous veinlets, but probably represent elongate 
inclusions aligned parallel to a sphalerite cleavage direction. 
Gal e na grains, up to 0. 3 mm. across, occur associated with 
fractur es in quartz. 
Several minute, bright red non-opaque grains, 0. 12-0.25 mm. 
across, were seen in the section. These may be spessartite garnet. 
Ore, Einstein Mine (EMp-3) 
Several fractured wolframite laths, up to l. 2 em. long , are em-
bedded in quartz. Occasionally the wolframite laths are intergrown with 
their long a xe s making large angles with each other (60-75°). Veinlets 
of quartz traverse the laths perpendicular to their long dimension form-
ing a "healed" texture. Small galena inclusions, less than 0. l mm. 
across, occur in wolframite, generally near the margins of the laths, 
and are probably associated w ith fractures in the lath . Tiny veinlets 
containing g alena, chalcopyrite , and sphalerite ar e occasionally seen 
which cut a wolframite crystal perpendicular to its long dimension. 
These veins, no d oubt, repr e sent fillings of the prominent system of 
fractures which trend across all the laths in a direction perpendicular 
to the l ength of the lath . S phalerite embays wolframite. Chalcopyrit e 
fills interstic e s between wolframite grains and also fills fractures in 
the same mineral. 
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Large masses of fractured arsenopyrite , u p to 10 mm. across, 
are embayed and surrounded by sphalerite and chalcopyrite, and veine d 
by galena. The fractures are almost always filled by a greenish non-
opaque gangue mineral. Arsenopyrite shows a tendency to embay pyrite. 
Sphalerite, containing chalcopyrite inclusions, is veined by galena. 
The chalcopyrite inclusions are again of three types, (l) irre g ularly 
shaped masses, up to 0. 2 mm. across, (2) aligned tubular bodies, and 
(3) minute ble bs which show a tendency to cluster. Larger chalcopyrite 
grains, 0. 5 mm. across, occur at the mar g ins of sphalerite g rains and 
appear to embay it. A narrow fringe of galena often occurs at the con-
tacts between sphalerite and arsenopyrite. 
Irregularly shaped masses of chalcopyrite, up to 0. 3 mm. across, 
are often surrounded by galena. 
All the metallic minerals, except wolframite, appear to be associ-
ated with fractures in quartz, or to have filled interstices between quartz 
grains or crystals. Wolframite is embedded in quartz. It is quite inter-
esting to note that fractures in quartz do not e nd at quartz -wolframite 
contacts but rather continue across the wolframite lath. Where quartz 
fractures meet pyrite or the othe r sulphides, the fractures are terminated. 
It is quite apparent, the refore, that fracturing took place subsequent to 
the deposition of wolframite, but prior to sulphide deposition. 
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Ore, Einstein Mine (EMp-4) 
The section show s arsenopyrite, sphalerite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
and galena in order of decreasing abundance. 
Cubes, up to 1. 5 mm. on an edge, and irregular masses of pyrite, 
are embayed and corroded by arsenopyrite and sphalerite. Mutual em-
bayment relations between pyrite and arsenopyrite are also to be seen. 
A few small inclusions of sphalerite and galena, up to 0. 2 mm. across, 
occur in pyrite, and arsenopyrite. Most of the galena occurs at the grain 
margins of pyrite, arsenopyrite, and sphalerite. 
Sphalerite containing numerous, widely distributed chalcopyrite 
inclusions clearly embays pyrite and arsenopyrite. The chalcopyrite 
inclusions are either irregular, non-lineated bodies, up to O. 07 mm. 
across, or aligned minute blebs. Wherever sphalerite contacts pyrite 
or arsenopyrite the number and size of the chalcopyrite inclusions decreases 
markedly. Sphalerite inclusions in pyrite and arsenopyrite do not contain 
chalcopyrite bodies. 
Ore, Einstein Mine (EMp-5, sam e material as EMt-6) 
Granular aggregates of cubes of pyrite up to O. 4 mm. on edge, 
and irregular, fractur e d pyrite grains contain numerous minute inclu-
sions of sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and galena, 0.012-0.l mm. across. 
In one area of the section, the pyrite appears to be brecciated and cemen-
ted by sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and galena. Sphalerite embays pyrite. 
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Sphalerite contains numerous irregular and aligned tubular chalco-
pyrite blebs, as much as 0. 1 mm. long. The small sphalerite inclusions 
in pyrite contain no chalcopyrite. Irregular discontinuous veinlets of 
c h alcopyrite occur in sphalerite. 
Chalcopyrite masses, up to 10 mm. across, surround pyrite cube s 
up to 0. 1 mm. on edge. Chalcopyrite embays sphalerite. The sphalerite 
which contacts the chalcopyrite contains no chalcopyrite inclusions. A 
few small grains of covellite, l e ss than 0. 1 mm., occur in cavities in 
chalcopyrite. 
A f ew g rains of ars enopyrite , up to 0. 3 mm. in diameter, ar e 
present in the section. There is a slight tendency for arsenopyrite to 
embay pyrite. Chalcopyrite inclusions, l e ss than 0. 1 mm. across, occur 
in arsenopyrite . S phalerite embays arsenopyrite. 
Ore, Einstein Mine (EMp-6) 
The sulphide minerals in this section o c cur as open space fractur e 
fillings in quartz. Ther e is no positive evidence for replacerrent of quartz 
by sulphides. 
Irre gular fractured pyrite mass es, up to 0 .. 5 mm . acro ss, and 
fractured pyrite cubes, up to 0. 5 mm. on edge , containing sphal erite and 
g ale na inclusions ar e embaye d and v e ine d by sphalerite, galena and c hal-
copyrite . The inclusions, 0.012 - 0.074 mm., ar e often associated w ith 
fractures i n pyrite, but numerous inclusions in which such a r e lation is 
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not vi s ible are d istribute d in pyrite. The orientation of these inclusions, 
when not associated with fractures, appears to be entirely random. 
Arsenopyrite occurs in the section as angular to irregular masses 
up to 1 mm. across. Arsenopyrite shows a tendency to embay pyrite, but 
straight-e dged b o undaries are more common. Tiny veinlets of chalco-
pyrite are o ccasionally seen traversing arsenopyrite. Embayment of 
ars enopyrite by galena, sphalerite, and chalcopyrite is common in the 
section. 
S phalerite is present as irregularly shaped masses up to 0. 7 mm. 
across. The irregular, tubular and bleb inclusions characteristic of 
chalcopyrite are numerous. Two directions of alignment are visible for 
the tubular inclusions in soine sphalerite g rains, making an angle of 
86° I with each other. Sphalerite em bays arsenopyrite and pyrite, and 
also forms veinlets in the latter mineral. Veinlike extensions of larger 
masses of chalcopyrite, up to 0.4 mm. across, appear to embay sphal-
erite. Sphalerite also occurs as fracture fillings in quartz and surrounds 
quartz g rains and crystals. 
Galena is the l eas t abundant of the sulphides in this p articular 
section. It occurs as irre g ularly shaped masses, up to O. 1 mm. 
aero s s, filling fractures in quartz in association with s phalerite and 
chalcopyrite. Meager evi dence indicates an embayment of sphalerite 
by galena. G a lena often forms an incomplete rim around chalcopyrite 
and appears to embay t he chalco p yrite. 
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Ore, Einstein Mine (EMp -7) 
Fractured wolframite laths, u p to 0. 8 mm. long , embedded in 
quartz, are v e ined by chalcopyrite and quartz. The quartz veins trave rs e 
t he wolframite l a ths perpend icular to t he ir long dimension and probably 
repres ent "healed fractures" in the laths. The laths are remarkably 
free of inclusions other than quartz. There is a slight tendency for 
sphalerite to embay t he wolframite. A V -shap e d o pen space between two 
inter g rown laths is fille d by sphalerite. Wolframite and pyrite boundaries 
are generally mutual, but there appears to be some embayment of the 
form e r by pyrite. 
Pyrite , less than 0. 1 mm. to 1. 5 mm., invades wolframite and 
is, in turn, em bayed by sphalerite. A few, extremely minute brecciated 
pyrite grains, 0.012-0.74 mm. across, are cemented by sphalerite. 
Sphalerite is the most abundant sulphide in the section. It 
occurs as lar ge g ranular aggre gates associated with quartz and is also 
veine d by quartz. It contains inclusions of chalcopyrite which occur as: 
(1) irregular masses an d as much as 0 . 75 mm. in diameter, (2) tubula r 
a li gne d bo d i es , or (3) extr e mel y minute blebs . Discontinuous veinlets 
of c halcopyr ite in sphal erit e a r e forme d by the irreg ularly shaped 
inclu s ions. The path s of the chalcopyrite veins may mark the position o f 
s p hal e rite grain bound ar i es . Alignment o f the minute particles and tubu-
lar b o d i es in one or occasionally two d irections is often apparent. When 
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tw-o d irections of alignment exis t, these make approximately 60° angles 
w-ith each other. Sphalerite o ften rounds cube edges of pyrite and also 
embays pyrite. Inclusions of sphalerite in pyrite are small and not abun-
dant. Sphalerite veins and embays arsenopyrite. It is significant to note 
that w-herever sphalerite is in contact with pyrite or arsenopyrite, the 
chalcopyrite inclusions in the former mineral are extremely small or 
completely absent. 
Chalcopyrite in masses, up to 0. 3 mm. across, and in veinlets 
occur 1n quartz in association w-ith sphalerite and galena. Again, wher-
e ver large independent chalco pyrite grains contact sphalerite, the chal-
copyrite inclusions in the sphalerite tend to be few and small or absent. 
Veinlets of quartz and chalcop yrite are rarely seen to traverse the 
w-olframite laths. 
Galena grains, up to 0. 5 mm. across, occur in fractures in 
quartz. Minute inclusions of galena are rare in sphalerite. Occasionally 
g ale n a can b e se e n surround ing and embaying chalcop yrite. 
Ore , Einstein Mine (EMp -8) 
Lath - s h ape d c r ys t a ls of w-olframite , u p to 0. 7 m m . across, occur 
embedded in qua rtz and are associated with s p halerite. The character~ 
i s tic "he aled fractur es " a r e e videnced by minute quartz veinlets in 
w-o lframite . T he wolfra mite l a ths ar e s lightly e mbaye d by pyrite a n d 
sphalerite and ar e abutte d by chalcopyrite and galena. A tiny veinlet of 
galena crosses a w-olframite lath. 
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Pyrite occur s a s f ractur e d masses, u p t o 0. 6 mm. across, and 
a s cube s , up to O. l mm. on e d ge. The pyrite is veined, surrounded, and 
e mbayed by g alena, and also contains minute inclusions of galena. Some 
r e c e menting of brecciated pyrite by quartz has occurred . 
C h alcopyrite is present as masses, u p to 0.075 mm. across, 
-which e mbay p yrite. A narrow frin g e of g alena often occurs at the boun-
d aries bet-we e n chalcopyrite and other minerals. Chalcopyrite occurs as 
fracture filling s and veinlets in quartz. 
S p halerite , as irre g ular masses, u p to 0. 4 mm. across, is not 
abundant in the sec t ion. Generally it is associated with wolframite and 
it u s ually i s not p ossible to determine which mineral invades the other, 
but at a fe-w contact s the sphalerite seems to invade the wolframite. Chal-
copyrite ble bs, up to 0. 05 mm. across, occur in sphalerite. Sphalerite 
grains in contact with larger chalcopyrite grains show straight-edged or 
mutual embayment bound aries. 
Irregular g rains, 0. 5 mm. across, an d veinlets of g alena occur 
1n a ssociation -with wolfr a mite a n d a s fr a cture filling s in quartz . 
O r e, Eins t e i n Mine (EMp-9) 
Wolfram ite l a t h s up t o 5 mm. long a re cut a n d offs e t by pyrite 
and a rsenop yrite . O n e o f the se laths has b ee n offset at least 0. 15 mm. 
in the plane of t he sectio n. The t-wo offs e t p ortions of the lath have the 
same optical orie ntation. It is also quite evid ent that the pyrite embays 
the wolframite. Many of the wolframite laths show the characteristic 
quartz -filled healed fractures. Occasionally tiny veinlets and grains 
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of galena and chalcopytiet occur in wolframite. Sphalerite shows a slight 
tendency to embay the laths, but straight-edged boundaries between sphal-
erite an~::. wolframite are more common. 
Pyrite masses, up to 3 mm. across, occur in the section. Numer-
ous tiny inclusions of galena and sphhalerite, less than 0. l mm. in 
diameter, are common in pyrite. Sphalerite and galena vein and embay 
pyrite. 
Fractured arsenopyrite grains, up to 5 mm. across, are veined 
by sphalerite. Arsenopyrite and pyrite show mutual boundaries when 
they are in contact. 
Large masses of sphalerite, as much as 10 mm. across, contain 
abundant inclusions and discontinuous veinlets of chalcopyrite. Wherever 
sphalerite contacts one of the other sulphide minerals, the chalcopyrite 
blebs are smaller in size and fewer in number. Minute inclusions and 
veinlets of g alena are present in sphalerite. 
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Figure 1. Chalcopyrite, rimmed by galena , filling interstices betwe en 
quartz crystals. lOOX 
B!i lld'f 
--=--' 
Fig ur e 2. Wolfra mite l a t h tra v e r s e d by a fr acture. S p hale rite fill s t he 




Figure 3. Pyrite invading wolframite lath (left middle) and pyrite g rains 
aligned along the margin of wolframite. lOOX 
APR 58 
Fig ure 4. Galena and sphalerite veinlets cutting pyrite. lOOX 
APR !18 
Figure 5. Lineated and irregular bodies of chalcopyrite in sphalerite. 
Note equilateral triangles forme d by three prominent linea -
tion directions. Galena at upper right. lOOX 
APR !18 
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Fig ur e 6. Ars e nopyrite veined by chalcopyrite and invade d by sphaler-
ite (right). Pyrite (left) with g alena and sphale rite inclusions 
and gal ena veinlets filling fractures. lOOX 
APR 58 
Figure 7. Wolframite lath w ith quartz -he aled fractur e s i mbedded 1 n 
quartz. lOO X. 
APR 58 
Fig u re 8 . Ars e nopyrite em bays wolframite . Note quartz -he a l e d frac -




Figure 9. Arsenopyrite veined by galena and sphalerite. lOOX. 
APR !18 
Figure 10. Daphnitic chlorite ros e ttes r e pla cing t opaz (to th e right o f 
cente r) . Fluorite (ar e as showing h i gh r e lie f ) replaces 




Figure 11. Fluorite (center, pitted) attacking pyrite (opaque ) which, m 
turn, invades quartz -topaz -sericite greisen. Ordinary 
light. 35X. 
APR !18 
Figure 12. Sericitized plagioclase (albite -oligoclase) attacked by 
epidote (upper right), magnetite (opaque), and chlorite 
(middle left). Crossed nicols. lSOX. 
APR !18 
Figure 13. Cassiterite crystal in quartz. Pyrite (opaque ) in sericite 
field. Crossed nichols. 200X. 
APR !18 
Figure 14. Brazilian twin lamellae and undulatory extinction in vein 




Figure 15. Outline of feldspar (orthoclase?) lath completely altered to 
sericite and kaolinite (opaque), and invaded by quartz. The 
relict lies in a greisen field1gray). Vein quartz stringer 
(light gray) appears to the left of the relict. Ordinary light. 
35X. 
PRECISION UNIT CELL (a0 ) DETERMINATION OF THE 
ISOMETRIC SULPHIDES IN THE EINSTEIN VEIN 
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As part of a broader program concerning t h e possible relations h ips 
b e twe en th e crystal constants and th e orig in of th e minerals i n th e various 
types of ore deposits in Missouri. Dr. Graw e asked the write r to deter-
mine the unit c e ll dimensions or a 0 values for the isometric sulphid es 
pr e sent in th e Einstein vein: galena, pyrite and sphalerite; and to com-
pare these values w ith those for the same minerals from other d eposits 
(Table III). Orig inally it w as int e nde d to present spe ctroscopic analyse s 
of these minerals and ascertain the influence of minor cons tituents on the 
unit cell, but thes e analyses will not be available in time for inclusion in 
this thesis. 
Selection of Material for Analysis 
As clean a mineral spe cimen as possible w as picked from h and 
specim e ns of the Einstein vein material and, at the sam e time, clean 
mine rals w e re sele cted from othe r d eposits: g al e na from the Federa l 
Mine, Flat River, Missouri; pyrite from Mos e ll e No. 10 Mine , a s ink 
structure deposit, P helps Coun ty, Misso uri; and a y ellowish sphalerite 
fro m Mascot, Tenne ss ee . 
S a m pl e P reparation 
Approx imate ly o. z -0 . 5 g ram sam ple s of each mine ral, containing 
less than 0. lo/o impuriti e s we re g round to minus 300 mesh in an agate 
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mortar. Samples l, 2, 3, 4, and 6 were annealed in a small electric 
furnace at various temperatures ranging between 250-425° C. to improve 
the sharpness of the diffraction lines, as suggested by Wasserstein27. 
The conditions and effects of the annealing process are given in Table ll. 
Apparatus and Method 
A Picker X-Ray unit was used with unfiltered cobalt radiation 
(KGc 1 = l. 7 8891 9..). The X-ray tube was operated at 40 KV and 7 MA and 
l l/2 hour exposur e s were made. Temperature variations from 25° C. 
were slight. The Straumanis technique was employed. Film measure-
ments, with a precision of 0.001 mm., were made with the d ivid ing eng ine, 
At least three measurements on each of three pairs of front reflection 
lines, and four measurements on a single pair of Kt(l lines in the back 
reflection region were made on each film. The back reflection angle 0 
was calculated for the K-c 1 line measured, and the unit c e ll dimension 
was calculated according to the equation: 
0 
Jhz+ k~ ..... l~ 0 A{in A) . (A) -ao 2 cos 0 
ao = Uni t cell dimension 
0 
). = l. 7 8891 A (KaCl for Co radiation) 
hkl = Miller Indices of back r e fl e ction line 
0 = back r e fl e ction ang l e 
27 Wasser stein, B., "Precision Lattice Determination of Galena", A mer. 
Mineralogist, vol. 36, p. 105, 1951. 
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Each film was measured twice and the two values of a were aver-
0 
aged. The largest deviation (0. 0009 A) occurred in the measurement of 
film for the Einstein Mine galena where the back reflection line measured 
was somewhat fuzzy. 
Conclusions Drawn from Unit Cell Dimensions 
The following conclusions may be inferred from the unit cell 
dimensions for the Einstein Mine material, (l) minor element constitu-
ents, particularly bismuth, would be expected in the galena, (2) the 
high unit cell dimension of the sphalerite is due to the substitution of iron 
for zinc in the structure to a marked degree, and (3) the minor element 
constituents in pyrite cause no great change in cell dimension. 
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Madison Co., Mo. 
5 min. @ 250° C Several lines in back 
reflection region fuzz y . 
Othe r lines sharp. 





Federal Mine, Flat River back reflection r e g ion. 
St. Francois Co., Mo. Other line s sharp. 
Sphalerite 
Einstein Mine 




E instein Mine 
Madison Co., Mo. 
Pyrite 
Moselle Mine 
Phelps Co ., Mo. 
10 min. @ 350° C All line s s harp. 
5 min. @ 4 25° C No change from 3. 
not annealed 
5 ° (a) 250° c m1n. ~
TABLE II 
Almost all line s sharp. 
Only slight improve-
ment from 5. 
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COMPARISON OF 
UNIT CELL DIMENSION VALUES OF EINSTEIN SPHALERITE, GALENA 
AND PYRITE WITH REPORTED VALUES 
Mineral Source 
Sphalerite Swanson & Fuyat28 
Sphalerite This paper 
Sphalerite Wycko££29 
Sphalerite This paper 
Galena Wasser stein 30 
Galena This paper 
Galena Was serstein 3l 
Galena Wasserstein32 
Galena Swanson & Fuyat33 
Galena This paper 
Pyrite This paper 
Pyrite This paper 
Pyrite Swanson, et. al. 34 
Pyrite 
Pyrite 
Donna y & Nowacki 35 
Donnay & Nowacki 36 
Origin of Sample a 0 (~) 
Prepared in RCA Lab. 5. 4060 @ 25° C 
Mascot, Tennessee 5. 4105 @ 25° C 
5.412 
Einstein Mine 5.4170@ 25° C 
Benoni, S. Africa 5. 9310 @ 25° C 
Einstein Mine 5. 9336 @ 25° C 
West Rand, S. Africa 5. 9343 @ 25° C 
Joplin, Missouri 5. 9360 @ 25° C 
Nat11. Lead Co., N.Y. 5. 9362 @ 26° C 
Flat River, Missouri 5. 9362 @ 25° C 
M;Jselle No. 10 Mine 5.4166@ 25° C 
Einstein Mine 5.4168@ 25° C 
Prepared in Nat 11. 5. 4168@ 26° C 




28 Swanson and Fuyat, Nat'l. Bur. Stds. Circ. 539, vol. II, P• 16, 1953. 
29 Wyckoff, R. W.G., CrystalStructures, vol. 1., chap. IV, tablep.35, 1951. 
30 Wasserstein, B. Q.p. cit., p. 109. 
31 Ibid., p. 109. 
32--Ibid., p. 109. 
33 Swanson & Fuyat, ~ cit., P• 19. 
3 4 Swanson et. al., Nat'l. Bur. Stds. Circ. 539, vol. V, P• 29, 1955. 
35 Donnay, J.D.H., and Nowacki, W., Crystal Data, G. S. A. Memoir 
60, pp. 500-501, 1954. 
36 Ibid., pp. 500-50 1. 
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DATA USED FOR CALCULATION OF UNIT CELL (A0 ) DIMENSIONS 
0 
G hkl d/n(A) 
Galena 
Einstein Mine 81. 302 533 .9048 
Madiso n Co., Mo. 
Galena 
Federal Mine 81. 139 533 .9053 
Flat River, Mo. 
Sphalerite 
Einstein Mine 77.653 531 .9156 
Madison Co., Mo. 
Sphalerite 77.966 531 .9146 
Mascot, Tennessee 
Pyrite 
600 .9028 Einstein Mine 82.198 
Madison Co. , Mo. 
Pyrite 




The paragenesis of the Einstein Mine minerals as determined 
from the preceding observations is illustrated in Table IV. The sequence 
differs from those of Singewald and Milton, Tolman, and Pomerene with 
respect to the positions of wolframite, arsenopyrite, pyrite, and fluorite. 
Quartz is the earliest mineral and was deposited almost con-
tinually throughout the mineralization period. The presence of quartz-
healed fractures in wolframite and the occurrence of wolframite laths 
embedded in quartz suggest that quartz deposition is in part later and 
in part contemporaneous with that of wolframite. Quartz is also obser-
ved to fill fractures in pyrite. Early quartz may be readily distinguished 
from later quartz in thin section by the presence of abundant sericite 
filled fractures in the former. Recrystallization of the quartz of the 
original granite has been mentioned by Tolman and is a source of a por-
tion of the vein quartz. 
A pod-shaped mass of quartz crystals was noted to occur in 
zonal arrangement with massive quartz and green mica crystals (zinn-
waldite ? ) in the east wall of the New Discovery incline. The quartz 
crystals form the core of the vein and are surrounded by massive quartz 
which is, in turn, rimmed by the green mica. The wall rock is altered 
greisen. Only massive quartz was observed to occur at the Einstein 
Mine which is located 900 feet to the east on the same vein. 
TABLE IV 









































Tolman37 d H 38 
an ayes mention the occurrence of brecciated 
wolframite cemented by later generation quartz at the Ozark Mine. 
The red isotropic grains, tentatively identified as garnet, are prob-
ably both earlier and simultaneous with the early generation quartz. The 
bright red color, index l. 70 i:_ , and the pneumatolytic mode of occurrence 
suggest, that if the mineral is garnet, it is the manganese variety, 
spes sartite. 
Topaz is later than the early quartz. As in quartz, recrystalliza-
tion has often resulted in a local reduction of grain size. Optical. data on 
the Einstein Mine topaz show it to be composed of 85o/o AlF2AlSi04 mole-
cule and lSo/o Al(OH) 2 AlSi04 molecule3 9. 
Sericite is definitely later than much of the quartz. It is later 
than topaz in every instance where the two minerals were seen to be in 
contact. Much of the sericite is undoubtedly the result of the attack of 
the magmatic vapors upon topaz and the feldspars of the original granite. 
The r e lations betwe en wolframite and sericite are uncertain since 
wolframite occurs almost exclusively in the veins, while sericite is 
pre s e nt almost entirely in the g reisenized w all rock. 
Cassite rite a nd z i n nwald ite ar e cle arly later than the s e ricite. 
Cas site rite, zinnwaldite , and a portion of the wolframite are believed t o 
37 Tolma n, O n . c it., p. 2 8 . 38 ~ ---
H a y es , Qp. c it., p . 4 5. 
39 Winche ll, 2..l.?• cit. , p. 510. 
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have been deposited essentially contemporaneously. It is known that the 
deposition of zinnwaldite occurs only under pneumatolytic conditions. The 
deposition of zinnwaldite, therefore, may represent the end of the pneu-
matolytic stage. 
The analyses given below show the Einstein Mine zinnwaldite 
to have a lower lithium content than three other analyses of zinnwald ite 
as observed by Singewald and Milton40 • 
1-Zinnwald 2-Zinnwald 3 -Altenberg, 4 -Einstein Mine 
Saxony 
Si02 45.87 46.44 41.78 
A12 0 3 22.50 21.84 22.76 
Fe2o 3 0.66 l. 41 0.98 
F e O II. 61 10.06 14.24 8.88 
MnO 1.75 I. 89 
K 2 0 10.46 10.58 10. 51 
Li2 0 3.28 3.36 2. 4 2 1. 26 
Na20 0.42 0.55 0.67 
M g O 0.55 
H 2o 0.91 1. 4 1 
F 7.94 7.62 6.48 
A s a r esult of the low lith ium conte nt, it was s u gge s t ed by Singewal d and 
b a p u re m emb er o f the l e pidolite Milton that the mineral may n ot e 
40 Singewald and Milton, Op. cit., p. 585-586. 
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system, but probably tends toward phlogopite. This suggestion might be 
corroborated by the fact that in analyses 1-3 above, and in 5 other 
analyses of mica belonging to the lepidolite group, given by Dana41, there 
is a sympathetic variation between the FeO and Li20 content. That is, 
an increase in FeO content is accompanied by a proportional decrease 
l
·n L1. 0 sugoest· d. d h. 1 t. b t L. -t- d F ++. h 1 · 2 , mg a 1a oc 1c re a 1on e ween 1 an e 1n t e ep1-
dolite micas. The lower lithium content of the Einstein Mine zinnwaldite 
is also accompanied by a decrease of FeO content when compared with 
other analyses of zinnwaldite and lepidolite. The MgO content of the 
Einstein Mine mica would be of considerable interest in determining 
affinity with the phlogopite molecule. In phlogopite, of course, the vari-
ation between FeO and Li20 would not be expected to show the sympa-
thetic relation shown by lepidolite since Li probably substitutes for both 
Fe and Mg. 
Arsenopyrite -zinnwaldite relations are not clear, but arsenopyrite 
is contemporaneous and partly later than pyrite. The deposition of pyrite 
appears to have continued throughout most of the mineralization perio d . 
Pyrite is partly c .;ntemporaneous with wolframite, but the e vidence in 
polished s e ctions EMp-7, EMp-8, and EMp-9 show that pyrite is also 
later than wolframite. Arsenopyrite and pyrite appear to be "transition" 
41 Dana, Op. cit., p. 626-627. 
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minerals in the sequence which represent deposition in both the pneuma-
tolytic and hydrothermal phases. 
Chlorite follows pyrite in the paragenetic sequence. The chlorite 
was identified by Tolman42 as the thuringite variety. The present 
writer cannot agree with this identification on the bases of pleochroism, 
birefringence, and the index of refraction in basal section of the chloritic 
mineral. According to W inchell 43 , thuringite is an olive green to dark 
green chlorite having an index of refraction in basal section of 1. 66, 
birefringence of 0. 004-0. 010, and pleochroism, nearly colorless to dark 
green to dark green in the X, Y, and Z directions respectively. A min-
eral having these properties does occur in the granite in thin section 
EMt-3, but was not observed in the vein material. The chlorite in as soc-
iation with the sulphides, particularly sphalerite, is dark green, and has 
an index of l. 64/-, birefringence = 0. 003-0. 10, and a colorless to yellow 
green pleochroism. These properties are those of daphnite and bruns-
vig ite chlorites as given by Winchen44 • 45 Thuringite is stated by Dana 
to occur principally as a constituent of metamorphic rocks whereas 
daphnite has been reporte d to occur in association with tin at Penzance, 
Cornwall. 
42 Tolman, Q_p. cit. p . 25. 
43 Winchell, A. N. & Winchell, H., .2.E_. cit. PP• 384-385. 
44 Ibid . pp. 384-385. 
45 Dana, ~ cit. p. 657. 
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Chlorite invades zinnwaldite along its cleavage planes, and is, in 
turn, replaced by fluorite along its cleavage directions. 
Colorless, purple, and green fluorite is later than pyrite, but 
appears to be partially earlier and contemporaneous with sphalerite. 
The relations between fluorite, and chalcopyrite and galena could not be 
directly determined. 
A small portion of the sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and galena is con-
temporaneous with pyrite, but the bulk of these minerals is clearly later 
than pyrite. 
Chalcopyrite appears to be largely contemporaneous with sphaler-
ite. 46 Kullerud reports that sphalerite may contain up to 40% CuFeS2 • 
It is possible that much of the chalcopyrite present in sphalerite has 
originated as an exsolution phase. The irregular discontinuous veinlets 
might then represent exsolved chalcopyrite which has migrated along 
crystallographic directions in the earlier formed sphalerite to sphaler-
ite grain boundaries. The possibility of later replacement of sphalerite 
by chalcopyrite along cleavage directions cannot be denied, but at least 
a few continuous or anastomosing veinlets would be expected. No veinlets 
of chalcopyrite in sphalerite of this type were observed. 
Galena is partially contemporaneous with sphalerite and earlier 
than chalcopyrite, but a later generation of galena which surrounds and 
invades chalcopyrite represents the bulk of the galena mineralization. 
4 6 K 11 d G Sulphide Systems Annual Rept. of the Dir. of the u eru , • , ' 
Geophysical Lab., Carnegie Inst. of Wash., 1955-56, P· 180. 
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Early galena occurs as minute veinlets and pinpoint inclusions in sphaler-
ite (EMp-14). These inclusions and veinlets bear a striking resemblance 
to the chalcopyrite exsolution bodies which are always present in sphaler-
ite. Apparently similar galena inclusions in sphalerite were noted by 
Buerger47 who commented on the possibility of a galena-sphalerite solid 
solution. The large difference in the ionic radii of Zn and Pb t- t-make this 
possibility extremely improbable. 
48 
Buehler has mentioned the production of 3000 ounces of silver 
from the argentiferous galena of Silver Mines. No exsolved or included 
silver minerals were observed to occur in galena or any other mineral 
in the area. An etching test for silver, given by Short4 9, using nitric 
acid and potassium dichromate, was negative. 
The secondary minerals occurring at the Einstein Mine are 
covellite, hematite, limonite, malachite, azurite, kaolinite, and damour-
ite. 
Covellite is present in small quantities filling cavities in chalco-
pyrite. It is believed to have a supergene origin. Hematite and limonite 
are oxid ation products of pyrite and wolframite. Black incrustations of a 
powdery mineral, believed to be manganese wad, were seen coating the 
47 B N w "The Unmixing of Chalcopyrite from Sphalerite", uerger, • • , 
American Mineralogist, vol. 19, no. ll, pp. 528-529, 1934. 
48 Buehler, .2.E_. cit. p. 97. 
49 
· Determination of the Ore Minerals, p. 200. Short, M. N., Microscop1c 
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wall in the New Discovery Mine. It is undoubtedly an alteration product 
of wolframite. Azurite and malachite are the usual oxidation products of 
chalcopyrite. Kaolinite has developed by the alteration of sericite and 
the feldspars of the country rock. 
The green serpentine-like mineral, damourite, described by 
Singewald and Milton5 0 appears to be an oxidation product of the earlier 
sericite. The mineral forms a greenish crust on greisen specimens, 
but is not distinguishable from the earlier sericite in thin section. Opti-
cally, it is identical to the sericite having an index of 1. 57 t, ZV nearly 
0°, and no detectable pleochroism. In Table V a comparison is given 
of X-ray diffraction data for the green mineral (damourite), sericite 
from the Longfellow Mine, California, and the serpentine from Montville, 
New Jersey. From this comparison the similarity of the Einstein min-
eral to sericite and its difference from serpentine is obvious. Accord-
5 1 
. h d . . ft d . d b th ing to Dana , damour1te, or y rous m1ca, 1s o en er1ve y e 
alteration of topaz. This fact would account for the absence of damourite 
outs ide the limits of the greisen. 
Although the determined paragenetic sequence differs markedly 
from that of Singewald and Milton, and Tolman, it is essentially in close 
agreement with mineral successions determined by various writers for 
widely scattered tungsten -quartz vein deposits. Broadly corresponding 
50 Singewald and Milton, Op. cit. p. 585. 
51 Dana, ..2...E: cit. p. 614. 
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[NTERPLANAR SPACINGS FOR GREEN MINERAL FROM EINSTEIN MINE, 
SERICITE FROM LONGFELLOW MINE, CALIFORNIA, 
AND SERPENTINE FROM MONTVILLE1 NEW JERSEY 
Longfe llow Mine Einstein Mine Montville, New Jersey 
Sericite Green Mineral Serpentine 
(Damourite) 
dA I/I 1 d A Est. I dA Est. I 
9.96 100 9.94 90 7. 12 90 
4.97 80 4. 99 70 4 .61 10 
4.47 100 4.49 90 3.95 30 
4.33 20 3.81 5 
4. 11 40 4.10 20 3.59 100 
3.95 20 3.49 5 
3 •. 87 60 3.89 40 2.78 10 
3.75 80 3.66 SOb 2.68 5 
3.44 80 3.50 50 2.51 60 
3.32 100 3.31 90 2.45 5 
3.22 80 3. 18 60 2.41 30 
2.99 80 2.99 60 2.37 5 
60 2.84 50 2.21 5 2.85 2. 15 30 2.77 60 5 
2.5 8 40 2.58 30 2. 10 
100 2.56 100 1.96 5 2.56 1. 88 5 2.50 20 1. 83 10 2. 45 4 0 l. 8 1 10 
2.38 60 2.38 60 l. 78 10 
2.34 4 0 1. 72 10 
2. 19 40 1.69 5 60 2.14 40 2. 13 1. 58 5 
2.0 5 20 l. 56 40 60 2.00 50 l. 99 l. 54 30 
l. 9 5 40 l. 52 10 
l. 66 40 1.50 10 
1. 64 60 l. 65 40b l. 49 10 
l. 60 20 1. 47 5 
l. 55 l. 46 5 
1. 52 
l. 50 8 0 1.50 80 
l. 34 4 0 l. 35 30b 
TABLE V 
paragenetic sequences of particular interest are presented in papers by 
Victor 5 2 , Jones 53 , Campbell 54 Hsu55 , 56 
Hobson , and Brown and 
57 Heron • 
52 Victor, I., "Burnt Hill Wolframite Deposit 11 , Econ. Geol. vol. 52, 
no. 2, 1957. 
53 Jones, Vv. R., "Tin and Tungsten Deposits: The Economic Signifi-
cance of their Relative Tempe ratures of Formation", Trans. of the 
Inst. of Mining & Met., 29th Session, pp. 320-346, 1920. 
54 Campbell, J. M., "Tungsten Deposits of Burma and Their Origin", 
Econ. Geol., vol. XV, no. 6, pp. 511-534, 1920. 
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55 Hsu, Ke -Chin, "Tungsten Deposits of Southern Kiangsi, China", Econ . 
Geol., vol. XXXVIII, no. 6, pp. 431-474, 1943. 
56 Hobson, G. V., "The development of the Mine ral Deposit at Maw c h i 
as Determined by Its Geology and Genesis", Trans. of Min. Geol. & 
Met. In st. of India, voL 36, pp. 35-7 8, 1940 . 
5 7 Brown, J. C., and Heron, A. M., "The G eology and Ore Deposits o f 
the Tavoy District", Memoirs of G e ol. S urve y o f Ind ia, vol. XLIV, 
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